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Welcome

Thank you for your faithful service in ministering through DivorceCare!
 
As you know, the holidays are a time when the difficult emotions of separation 
and divorce hit even harder, and people need guidance and encouragement 
to make it through. Your DivorceCare participants are facing new struggles as 
a result of the holidays, and you may have wished for the opportunity to offer 
focused help.
 
Your heart is also burdened by other people in your community who are 
overwhelmed with heartache and despair, but who have not yet taken the step 
to attend a DivorceCare group. What can you do?
 
Surviving the Holidays provides you with a solution.
 
This leader’s guide explains how to organize a Surviving the Holidays seminar 
and how it can be used as an outreach tool to introduce people to Christ’s 
healing love and to draw people to your DivorceCare group. You will find 
publicity strategies for your holiday seminar and for your DivorceCare group 
starting in the new year.
 
By offering a one-time seminar, you may find people are more willing to make a 
commitment to attend. Once they’ve taken that first step, they are more likely to 
continue to seek help through your DivorceCare group.
 
We pray that God will use this tool to draw more and more people to the healing 
and hope found in Him. Thank you again for your serving heart!
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“It’s one night that 
could potentially impact 
people for the rest of 
their lives.” 

– Natalie
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“Surviving the Holidays 
provided helpful coping 
mechanisms and 
reinforced the fact that 
I’m not alone.” 

– Surviving the Holidays attendee
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Surviving the Holidays materials include: 

• Surviving the Holidays video on DVD 

• Surviving the Holidays video – digital version 

• Survival Guide for participants – every participant will need a guide 

• Leader’s guide – digital access 

• Promotional videos and materials 

• Free support from a ministry coach 

Host your event in person or online 
Surviving the Holidays can be hosted in person, online, or a combination of both. 
See the Surviving the Holidays online training module for instructions on hosting 
an event.  To learn more about hosting an online group, read this article.

Have questions? Need help? 
Call a DivorceCare coach at 800-489-7778. A coach is standing by to help you 
host your holiday event. 
 
Order additional participant Survival Guides here, call 800-489-7778, or email 
info@divorcecare.org.
 
30-day guarantee
The Surviving the Holidays kit is sold with a 30-day guarantee. If you are not 
satisfied with your purchase for any reason, return it to us for a full refund 
(excluding shipping charges). The 30-day return policy includes the holiday kit 
and any additional items included in the original kit purchase when the entire 
order is returned. The policy does not apply to participant Survival Guide returns 

Your Materials

http://divorcecare.org/leaderzone/news/995
https://store.churchinitiative.org/s.nl/it.A/id.2493/.f?sc=2&category=11
http://info@divorcecare.org
http://info@divorcecare.org
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except as noted previously. Returns for other materials will be accepted only if 
they are damaged or defective.

It is essential that you view your DVD within 30 days of receipt to confirm quality. 
We will be happy to replace a defective DVD within 30 days after you have 
received your holiday kit. Replacement cannot be made beyond this 30-day 
period.
 
Note: Proper care of the DVD is important! Please hold the DVD by its edges only; 
do not place your fingers on the back side of the disc. If you can see fingerprints, 
dirt, smudges, or small scratches, use an approved DVD cleaner to keep the DVD 
running smoothly. Deep scratches can ruin the media.
 
Your DVD will function properly in most laptop computers; however, it is 
optimized to play in a stand-alone DVD player. If you have difficulty playing your 
Surviving the Holidays DVD from a laptop computer, check to see if it will play in 
a stand-alone DVD player before contacting us.  
 
In addition to your Surviving the Holidays kit materials, you can access free 
promotional materials and other online resources to help you run your holiday event 
effectively. See the DivorceCare LeaderZone, divorcecare.org/leaderzone/holidays.

http://divorcecare.org/leaderzone/holidays
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It’s an outreach tool
Surviving the Holidays is an outreach tool. It equips your church to:
 

• Present a seminar with practical advice on how to deal with the pain of    
separation and divorce during the holidays

• Share the hope of the gospel with the separated and divorced

• Grow your existing DivorceCare ministry
 
The participant’s experience
DivorceCare Surviving the Holidays is built around three important components, 
which work together to help people in a marital breakup deal with the pain 
during the holiday season and hear the gospel message.
 
Video
During the seminar, you will show a 30-minute video featuring wise and 
encouraging counsel from people who’ve made it through the holidays 
while dealing with the heartache of separation and divorce, and insights 
from prominent Christian counselors and teachers. The gospel is gently and 
appropriately presented in the video.
 
Discussion
After the video, you will form small groups of up to eight participants to talk 
about their holiday experiences, discuss what they learned from the video, and 
ask questions about any concerns they might have.
 
Personal reflection
Be sure to direct participants to their Survival Guides, which contain 45 days of 
practical strategies, encouraging words, helpful exercises, Q/As, and journaling 
ideas for daily survival through the holiday season. A gospel presentation is also 
included. Encourage participants to take this book home and commit to reading 
one or two pages per day.

What Is It?
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What happens during the event
The two-hour seminar runs like a typical DivorceCare session, but with additional 
announcements. You’ll show a video discussing holiday survival, lead a group 
discussion, and introduce the broader DivorceCare program to those who attend. 
The video will be about 30 minutes, and you’ll reserve an additional 50–60 
minutes for group discussion. (See pages 25 and 33 for a sample agenda and 
discussion questions.)
 
You can offer the event as part of your DivorceCare cycle (as a 14th session) or 
as a stand-alone event—anytime from October through December. Surviving 
the Holidays can be hosted in person, online, or a combination of both. See the 
Surviving the Holidays online training module for instructions on hosting an 
event. To learn more about hosting an online group, read this article.
 
You’ll find that people in your community might be more willing to commit to 
attending a one-time seminar. And once they’ve taken that first step, they will be 
more likely to continue to seek help through your ongoing DivorceCare group.

https://www.divorcecare.org/leaderzone/training/30
https://www.divorcecare.org/leaderzone/news/995
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Surviving the Holidays is an outreach tool. So it works differently from a typical 
DivorceCare session. This three-step strategy will help make it easier for you to 
present the gospel to the separated or divorced in your community and grow 
your current DivorceCare ministry:
 

1. Promote your event – detailed promotional ideas in this section

2. Present the holiday seminar

3. Provide a DivorceCare group for people to attend after the holiday 
seminar or in January.

Follow through on this strategy, and you’re on your way to hosting a powerful 
outreach seminar with the potential to expand your current DivorceCare ministry! 
Here’s more information about each step of the strategy.

Promote your event
Promoting your outreach event is key to its success. Having a publicity strategy 
will not only draw people to your event, but will ultimately draw people to your 
full DivorceCare group. We have provided online tools to help you promote your 
group.

Make sure people can find your event online

People can search for and find your Surviving the Holidays event using the search 
tool on the DivorceCare website. Here’s how to make your event visible:

How It Works: 
Promote, Present, Provide

https://www.divorcecare.org/holidays/events
https://www.divorcecare.org/holidays/events
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1. Go to MyChurch > Surviving the Holidays Events.

2. Click “Create a Holiday Event.”

3. Fill out your event information and click “Save Holiday Event Information.”  

People will then be able to register for your event online. And once you Create 
a Holiday Event, you can set it up for attendees to pay for their book online and 
have it shipped directly to them.

Downloadable, professional-quality promo materials – free!

You can access free Surviving the Holidays promotional materials at the 
DivorceCare LeaderZone, divorcecare.org/leaderzone/holidays:

• Newspaper ads

• Posters/flyers/bulletin inserts

• Promo videos – share via email, web, and social media

• Images and content for social media

• Letters to individuals and area businesses

• News releases

 
Start by prayerfully recruiting someone to be in charge of promoting your 
seminar, preferably someone experienced or gifted in this area. There are bound 
to be people in your church who work in the field of marketing or just have a 
knack for promoting events. Work with this person to spread the news about 
your holiday event. If you plan to have a large event, you might need to empower 
this person to form a team to promote the seminar.

 

Tasks can be delegated in the following areas:

 

Contacting local media

This is a newsworthy event! Your local media would love to announce, and 
possibly cover, this timely and relevant seminar. Be sure to download the 
newspaper ads and/or news releases we’ve created to help you get the word out. 

https://www.divorcecare.org/leaderzone/my/holiday_events
http://divorcecare.org/leaderzone/holidays
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Send them to:

 

• Local newspapers – consider both smaller and larger papers (people will be 
willing to travel farther for a one-day event)

• Television stations – contact key stations to find out the availability of 
public service and community calendar announcements; also submit an 
online announcement

• Radio stations – both on-air and online announcements are typically 
available

Also available is a sample feature article to personalize for your event and send to 
local newspapers/magazines.

 

Distributing flyers and hanging posters

The DivorceCare Surviving the Holidays poster/flyer is available in convenient  
5” x 7” and 8.5” x 11” sizes; it can be reproduced by laser printer or photocopier 
and customized with your event details. Hang these posters in key places 
throughout your community, and leave stacks of flyers for local businesses 
to set out. Be creative in thinking of places in your community where people 
congregate, where people may be sitting and waiting, or where a person 
experiencing separation or divorce might go. Ideas include:

• Law offices

• Doctors’ and dentists’ offices

• Counselors’ offices

• Child care centers

• Beauty salons, spas, and barber shops

• Laundromats

• Apartment complexes

• Libraries and other public facilities
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This flyer is perfectly sized to fit inside your church bulletin! Talk with your 
church leaders about inserting the flyer in your bulletin as a way to help church 
members promote the event to family members and friends.

Showing the holiday promo videos

The promo videos can be:

 

• Shown to various small groups in your church

• Embedded on a church website

• Emailed to people

• Shown during a Sunday morning or an evening service

• Shared on social media

• Burned to DVD

 

If you have questions about downloading, embedding, or sharing this file, please 
contact your church’s audiovisual or tech team.

 

Using social media

Promote your Surviving the Holidays event through social media. In the 
DivorceCare LeaderZone Surviving the Holidays section, you’ll find a collection of 
images, text, and videos to share via social media outlets. 

 

Facebook

• Share about your Surviving the Holidays seminar with your Facebook friends.

• Visit the official DivorceCare Facebook page and share holiday-themed 
status updates, photos, and videos on your own Facebook profile.

• Post ads and share videos from the LeaderZone Surviving the Holidays section.

• Create a Facebook event page for your Surviving the Holidays seminar.
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 Twitter

• Periodically tweet reminders to your followers about the upcoming 
Surviving the Holidays event.

• Post ads from the LeaderZone Surviving the Holidays section.

• Include the hashtag #SurvivingTheHolidays to organize your tweets.

• Find inspiration for tweets at the DivorceCare website or on the 
DivorceCare Facebook page.

 

YouTube

• Visit the DivorceCare YouTube page and use the Surviving the Holidays 
promotional video to advertise your seminar. (Access the playlist at http://
goo.gl/NBr4Ft.)

• Cross-promote the YouTube video by posting it on other social networks.

• Create your own video to advertise your Surviving the Holidays seminar 
and post it on your YouTube channel.

Remember, visit the LeaderZone, divorcecare.org/leaderzone/holidays. You’ll find 
downloadable images and content useful for your social media channels.

 

Note: We recommend that you NOT establish an interactive social media site if 
it allows or encourages unmoderated (unfiltered) comments. There is potential 
for confidential information to be shared in this very public medium and a risk 
that dysfunctional group members might use the capability to stalk other 
group members.

 

Sending personal letters

A personal letter can be just the nudge a person needs to attend an event or 
share with others about an event. Consider sending letters to area churches, 
DivorceCare alumni, people recently divorced (find names in newspaper or court 
listings), psychologists, counselors, attorneys, and doctors.

http://goo.gl/NBr4Ft
http://goo.gl/NBr4Ft
https://www.divorcecare.org/leaderzone/holidays
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Coordinating church promotion

• Prepare an announcement to be shared from the pulpit during midweek 
and Sunday services.

• Place the event on the church calendar and website.

• Announce the event in the weekly bulletin and the church newsletter 
and e-letter.

• Place posters in key areas of the church, and have flyers available for 
people to pick up (or pass them out in small groups and Bible studies). 
Encourage church attendees to take flyers to give to people they know 
who might benefit by attending. Also encourage church attendees to 
consider offering to come to the event with a separated or divorced person 
who might be nervous to come alone.

• Play promo videos during services and place them on the church website.

• Have a display table promoting the event: Your table could include flyers 
and posters, a laptop showing the promo videos, a laptop or sign-up sheet 
to register for the event, and a warm, engaging person to answer questions 
and encourage people to attend.

 

Contacting members of current and past DivorceCare groups

Your current DivorceCare group and your DivorceCare alumni know how valuable 
it is to attend a DivorceCare group. Invite them to the holiday seminar and 
encourage them to help spread the word (you could give them posters/flyers to 
pass out and links to material they can share on their social media channels).

 

Let them know that their testimony about DivorceCare will go a long way in 
encouraging others to attend. You might suggest they offer to accompany a 
friend who is nervous about coming alone.

Present an online or in-person seminar
This is the easy part. It’s just like running a typical DivorceCare group, with a few 
extra announcements. A sample agenda is found on page 25.
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1. Welcome/Introductions – pass out and explain Survival Guides

2. Show the video

3. Lead a group discussion – plan 50–60 minutes, with a facilitator for each 
group of up to eight people; discussion questions are found on page 33 

4. Introduce the broader DivorceCare program – announce the day, place, 
and time that your group meets or resumes; provide brochures; pass out 
registration forms or have them register for your group online (through 
Find a Group at DivorceCare.org)

Planning an online event

Read this article for details about hosting an online or hybrid Surviving the 
Holidays seminar. You can also call a DivorceCare coach with any questions at 
800-489-7778. A coach would love to help you plan your event!

 

Remember whom you’re talking to

Since this is an outreach event, the key thing to remember is that you’ll probably 
have nonbelievers present. This will affect the dynamics of your discussion time. 
So you’ll want to refrain from using terminology that would be understood only 
by Christians.

Also be careful that your existing DivorceCare group members and alumni don’t 
dominate the group, form a “DivorceCare clique,” or use “group speak” that would 
be unfamiliar to newcomers. Encourage your existing group members to serve 
as ambassadors. It will be important to coach your existing DivorceCare group 
members on these issues before the seminar and for you to be alert during the 
seminar to ensure that first-timers don’t feel left out.

 

You may even want to assign specific responsibilities to group members to make 
newcomers feel welcome:

 

• Greeters

• Guides to direct guests to the sitting and refreshments areas and to the 
child care

• Refreshments table workers

http://divorcecare.org/findagroup
http://www.DivorceCare.org
https://www.divorcecare.org/leaderzone/news/995 
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• People who will make a point to talk with guests during and after the seminar

Provide a DivorceCare group for people to attend
Provide a DivorceCare group for people to attend now or in January. This is the 
step that grows your group. After giving your guests a taste of what a typical 
DivorceCare group is like, you’ll want to provide a group for them to attend now 
or early in the new year. So at your outreach event, you’ll need to be able to tell 
members the exact date, place, and time that your next DivorceCare group meets.

One of the best ways to remind your visitors about your upcoming group is 
to print the meeting location, date, and time on a sticker to place inside each 
participant’s Survival Guide. This way, you can hand them something they 
won’t easily discard, which contains the info about your next meeting. Over the 
holidays, each time they open their book, they’ll be reminded of your group’s 
next meeting. You will also be collecting contact information at your seminar so 
you can remind attendees about the DivorceCare group with a phone call, letter, 
text, or email.
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“The Surviving the 
Holidays program 
mimics the DivorceCare 
13-week program, so it’s 
a great opportunity to 
see what DivorceCare
is about.”

– Natalie
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Helpful tools and resources are at your fingertips to promote, plan, and run a 
successful outreach event. In addition to this leader’s guide you’ll find valuable 
information and tools at the DivorceCare LeaderZone, divorcecare.org 
/leaderzone/holidays.
 
Online leader resources
At the DivorceCare LeaderZone, divorcecare.org/leaderzone/holidays, download 
these tools:
 

• Leader’s guide: Download additional copies of this guide for other 
ministry team leaders.

• Event agenda: Print out a copy of the agenda on page 25 of this guide to 
use during the seminar.

• Discussion questions: The discussion questions from page 33 of this 
guide can be downloaded, copied, and given to your facilitators for use 
during the seminar.

• Promotional resources: Promoting your outreach event is key. (That 
means more than putting an announcement in your church bulletin.) At 
the LeaderZone you’ll find free, high-quality flyers/posters, shareable social 
media ads, newspaper ads and releases, promo videos, and more.

• Registration: People can register online for your Surviving the Holidays 
event when you Create a Holiday Event on the LeaderZone. When people 
search for an event using the search tool, they’ll have the option to register 
for your event online. You can also invite people to register by emailing 
them a registration link. If you have a paper registration form, you can add 
any new names to your list of attendees at MyChurch.

• Sign-in sheet: Collecting the contact information of those who visit your 
seminar is critical. It allows you to contact guests to remind them about 
your next meeting.

Help and Online Support

https://www.divorcecare.org/leaderzone/holidays
https://www.divorcecare.org/leaderzone/holidays
https://www.divorcecare.org/leaderzone/holidays
https://www.divorcecare.org/leaderzone/my/holiday_events
https://www.divorcecare.org/holidays/events
https://www.divorcecare.org/leaderzone/my/holiday_events
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• Feedback form: Gather valuable feedback from your event participants for 
future Surviving the Holidays seminars.

• Name tags: Use these editable name tags during your holiday event. They 
can be printed on name tag labels.

• Next-meeting sticker template: Make sure your guests know when 
your next DivorceCare group meets. Customize this sticker with your next 
DivorceCare meeting date, time, and place. Then put it inside the front 
cover of the participant’s Survival Guide.

• Surviving the Holidays 4 Kids Lesson Plan: If you are considering 
planning child care, this detailed lesson plan can be used to host a holiday 
meeting for children while the adults are in the DivorceCare Surviving the 
Holidays event.

• Top tips for Surviving the Holidays: These top tips are a compilation 
of ideas from churches who have already held a successful holiday 
event. Find out what to do before, during, and after your Surviving the 
Holidays seminar.

https://www.divorcecare.org/leaderzone/articles/914
https://www.divorcecare.org/leaderzone/articles/914
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By now, you should understand how the Promote, Present, Provide strategy 
positions you to present the gospel to the separated and divorced in your 
community and grow your current DivorceCare ministry.

Here’s a list of tasks to carry out to make that strategy work. We’ve organized 
them into three categories.

What you should do: 

• Before your outreach event

• During your outreach event

• After your outreach event

Before Your Seminar

What you do before your seminar is key to the success of your event. This section 
provides a detailed list of tasks to help you plan and prepare for an effective, 
uplifting holiday seminar.

Get a team to help you: Begin by prayerfully recruiting a team to help you plan 
and run the event. You cannot do everything yourself with excellence.

Remember, good leaders delegate; poor leaders tolerate! If you take it upon 
yourself to handle every task, you’re choosing to overburden yourself. If you don’t 
have a large enough team to pull off a large event, then don’t. Only do what you 
and your team can handle.

How to Run a 
Successful Surviving the 

Holidays Seminar
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Where will you find help? Your current and former DivorceCare participants 
are great volunteer candidates. Here are a few examples of tasks you can 
assign to volunteers.

• Publicity team (publicity will be needed for the holiday event and the new 
DivorceCare group starting in January)

• Prayer team

• Preregistration

• Sign-in table at seminar (downloadable sign-in sheets available)

• Facilitators for discussion groups (discussion questions on p. 29)

• Child care organizer

• Refreshments

• Name tag table at event

• Team of greeters at event

• People to help guests find the room, refreshments, restrooms, and child 
care

• People to help you follow up with those who come to the group

Pray: Prayer is crucial. Pray individually and as a team. You may want to recruit 
a prayer warrior to form a group whose sole job is to pray for this event. Be sure 
to pray for the holiday planning and facilitating team, for the people who will 
attend, for the execution of the event, and for people to attend a DivorceCare 
group in the new year.

Consider the pros and cons of charging a registration fee: To offset the cost 
of purchasing Survival Guides and refreshments, some churches might consider 
charging participants a registration fee. As you consider this, keep in mind that a 
high registration fee might discourage some from attending. That’s why we 
recommend you don’t charge a fee. If you must, we suggest that you make 
it nominal.
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Review DVD content: All facilitators should view the DVD content and take 
notes on it before the event. That way, they’ll be prepared for the post-video 
discussion.

Prepare yourself and your team for the event: Prepare your small-group 
facilitators for the discussion. You should plan one facilitator per eight people (or 
thereabouts). Provide each facilitator with the following:

• A copy of the discussion questions (found on page 29 and downloadable 
online)

• A participant Survival Guide, which includes the video note-taking outline 
for attendees to take notes and jot down questions while viewing the video

Remember, since this is an outreach event, you’ll probably have nonbelievers 
present, which will affect the dynamics of your discussion time. You’ll want to 
refrain from using terminology that would be understood only by Christians

Prepare your group for the event: Encourage your existing DivorceCare 
group members and alumni to make newcomers feel welcome. Make sure they 
don’t dominate the discussion time, inadvertently exclude others, or talk about 
things known only to the DivorceCare group. Consider assigning them specific 
responsibilities for this event:

• Greeters at the door

• People to guide guests to the sitting and refreshments areas and to the 
child care

• Refreshments table workers

• People who will make a point to talk with guests during and after the seminar

  
Decide on publicity strategy: You have two events to publicize. First, you are 
promoting the holiday event. Be sure to use the downloadable flyers/posters, 
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social media tools, news releases, promo videos, sample letters, and other 
promotional tools from the DivorceCare LeaderZone. See pages 5–9 for detailed 
publicity ideas.

 

Second, you will be promoting the DivorceCare group that begins meeting in 
January and/or that is currently meeting. Have a plan that includes:

 

• Passing out flyers to the seminar attendees

• Printing DivorceCare group invitations on an sticker label to place on the 
inside cover of participant Survival Guides

• Setting up a DivorceCare ministry table with new group information, 
registration forms, promo videos or the first DivorceCare session running 
on a laptop or television, posters/brochures, contact information, mature 
alums to answer questions, etc.

• A plan to contact visitors after the event

 

Plan to begin a new DivorceCare group in January: Be sure the DivorceCare 
group starting in the new year is on the church calendar so you can announce it at 
the meeting. Order materials now in preparation for a larger-than-normal group.

Plan how you’ll harvest contact information from guests: You’ll need this 
info to remind guests about your upcoming group in January. The easiest way 
to do this is to collect it on the sign-in sheets. Have someone from your team at 
the sign-in table. Otherwise, people will be inclined to leave a limited amount of 
information. When someone is there, he or she can let visitors know why you’re 
asking for the contact info and reassure visitors that the church will not pester 
them. A downloadable sign-in sheet is available on the DivorceCare LeaderZone.

Consider setting up a preregistration table a couple of weeks in advance with the 
sign-in sheet available. You could also have someone in charge of preregistration 
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who will gather and record participant information. Having some participants 
preregistered will help make things easier on the day of the event.

During Your Seminar

On the day of your seminar, arrive early, set up the room, and pray for the coming 
event. Finish those tasks before guests begin arriving. Once they show up, you’ll 
want to be able to give them your full attention.

Once the seminar begins, it should feel a lot like a typical DivorceCare meeting, 
just larger. Even though the format is the same, your audience makeup will 
probably be different. So you can’t do things as you normally would. Here’s a list 
of things you’ll want to be sure to do during the event:

Focus on showing hospitality to guests: Encourage current and past 
DivorceCare participants to be intentional about greeting visitors. If they ignore 
the guests, you can be sure the visitors won’t come back. How will your team 
know who is a visitor and who is not? Consider giving out different colored 
name tags to first-time visitors. Your sign-in team can ascertain who’s a visitor 
and who isn’t simply by asking attendees if they’ve ever been to a DivorceCare 
group at this church before. A name tag template is available on the DivorceCare 
LeaderZone, divorcecare.org/leaderzone/holidays.

Collect contact information: Remember, one of the goals of this event is to get 
visitors to join your group. Collect their contact information so you can call, email, 
text, or mail them over the holidays to remind them when your group resumes or 
is currently meeting. We created a sign-in sheet that can be used for collecting this 
information (see the DivorceCare LeaderZone, divorcecare.org/leaderzone/holidays).

Serve refreshments: This is a great time for you to get to know the people who 
come to your event. It also allows you the opportunity to personally answer 
questions that guests may have about DivorceCare at your church or about their 
current situation.

You can offer refreshments before, during, and/or immediately following the 

https://www.divorcecare.org/leaderzone/holidays
https://www.divorcecare.org/leaderzone/holidays
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event. Keep in mind that serving them before won’t allow you as much time to 
interact with guests as you might like. Serving them during the event may make 
it harder for you to stay on schedule. After the small-group discussion time is 
always a good idea, but you’ll want to make sure the refreshments are ready as 
soon as the discussion is over.

 

Pass out the Survival Guides: These books contain 45 days of practical 
strategies, encouraging words, helpful exercises, Q/As, and journaling ideas for 
daily survival through the holiday season. Point out the note-taking outline in 
their guides for them to take notes and jot down questions during the video.

Let people know what to expect during the seminar: See the “What to Expect 
Today” section in the participant Survival Guide for a concise description.

Let people know they don’t have to talk during the discussion: Clearly explain 
what’s going to happen during the discussion time. Some people will be nervous 
about the discussion and may leave if they think they’ll be forced to share. Assure 
them that no one will make them talk. Encourage them to simply stay and listen.

Explain what DivorceCare is: A lot of people won’t know. To find a simple 
explanation, see the information in the participant Survival Guide: “About 
DivorceCare.” It contains a simple and concise explanation.

Let them know when DivorceCare meets or resumes: Tell participants the day, 
time, and place your DivorceCare group meets now or resumes in January. We 
also recommend you give it to the participants in writing. A good place to put it 
is in each participant’s Survival Guide. Print the information on a sticker label and 
stick it on the inside cover.

If you know the dates your DivorceCare group will be meeting throughout the 
next year, be sure to provide that information. Some people facing a recent 
divorce might not be ready to start DivorceCare right after the holidays, and they 
will need to know when the group will meet again.
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Encourage sign-up for the next DivorceCare group: Don’t just tell people 
when it’s going to happen. Give them the opportunity to sign up for your next 
session. That way, you can have an idea of how many people you’ll need to 
prepare for.

Consider inviting an alumnus to speak: This is another great way to promote 
your upcoming group. Have someone share a two- to three-minute testimony 
about how DivorceCare has helped him or her. Your alum can do this right after 
the video or right after the discussion. The keys to this are: 

• Making sure the person is brief

• Making sure the speaker remembers that the audience might include 
those who don’t understand Christian terminology

With those things in mind, during the talk, signal the speaker as to how much 
time is left to share. And have the person share his or her outline with you 
before presenting. That way, you can reword any terminology that may confuse 
nonbelievers.

After Your Seminar

Promotion and support do not end with your seminar. Your task now is to 
follow up with people using the contact information gathered during the event, 
whether by phone, email, text, or letter.

Contact people and thank them for coming: After thanking them for 
attending, encourage them to use their Survival Guide. Be sure to invite them to 
attend your next DivorceCare group.

Pray for those who visited: Pray that they will put into practice what they 
learned in the seminar and will commit to reading and completing the 45 days of 
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help in their Survival Guide. Pray also for their comfort, salvation, and healing and 
that they will take the important step of attending a DivorceCare group.

Don’t pester people: At the most, you’ll want to contact a person twice. Once to 
thank them for coming, and then again to remind them that your group is starting.
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“People were very 
appreciative, stating 
that before Surviving 
the Holidays they really 
didn’t know how they 
were going to get through 
the holiday season.”

– DivorceCare leader
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Before the seminar begins:

• Pray with team

• Set up room and get team members to stations

• Begin signing in guests 30 minutes prior to start  – be sure to gather 
contact information

 

Welcome participants ………………………………………………… 10 min.

• Introduce yourself and your DivorceCare team

• Give overview of event (video, discussion, refreshments)

• Explain how to use Survival Guide both during the event and at home

 

Play video ……………………………………………………………… 30 min.

 

Transition from video to discussion groups ………………………… 10 min.

• Explain what DivorceCare is

• Announce start date of your next DivorceCare group

• Introduce how discussion time will work, reminding them no one will be 
forced to talk

 

Surviving the Holidays 
Sample Agenda
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Form small groups ………………………………………….……………10 min.

 

Discussion …………………………………………………………… 50 min.

• Use the discussion questions

 

Wrap-up ……………………………………………………………… 10 min.

• Remind people of next group, and show them whom they can talk with 
about signing up

• Tell people whom they can talk with if they would like to know more about 
having a relationship with Jesus

 

Total seminar run time: 2 hours 
Don’t forget, if you’re going to offer refreshments, you’ll need to build that into 
your agenda.
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“Participants came 
into the room with 
heavy hearts, but left 
with hope.”

– DivorceCare leader
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This outline is found in the participant Survival Guide for use during the videos. 
Encourage participants to take notes, and take notes yourself as a model for 
them.

Why the Holidays Hurt

Grief doesn’t have a statute of limitations 

 

 

 

 

Accept that there will be enjoyable and difficult moments

 

 

 

Holiday Gatherings

Responding to invitations from friends and coworkers

 

 

Video Note-Taking Outline
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Responding to invitations from family

 

 

Avoiding Conflicts

Don’t put the kids in the middle

 

 

 

Encourage the kids to enjoy time with the other parent
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Adjusting the Budget

Focus on memories, not spending

 

 

Changes in Traditions

Spend time with others—don’t isolate!

 

 

Be willing to accept help from others

Give yourself grace
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Give yourself freedom to rest

 

Remember Holiday Themes

Giving thanks during painful times

Hope in hardship: Christ was born for us

Hope beyond your current circumstances
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“Surviving the Holidays 
gives people a safe place 
to come together, be 
open and honest, and 
allow Christ to enter 
their hearts.”

– DivorceCare leader
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Below is a list of discussion questions to use during your event. And don’t forget 
to read the discussion tips that follow. They include important information that 
will make the discussion more enjoyable for participants.

Begin with an icebreaker – Go around the circle, give your name, and tell what 
city and state you were in for last year’s holiday.

1. Please share your name and how long you’ve been separated or divorced. 

2. What one word describes how you feel about the holidays (e.g., nervous, 
relaxed, fearful, tense, excited, etc.)? Why? 

3. One of the experts in the video suggested scaling back the number of 
activities you engage in this holiday. If you were to take that advice, what 
one holiday activity would you immediately cross off your to-do list? How 
would that benefit you? 

4. Some of the experts cautioned you not to isolate from others during the 
holidays. Is that a temptation for you? Did you learn anything from the 
video that could help you with that?

5. What are some new traditions you might begin this holiday season?

6. What might you do to avoid potential conflict during the holidays?

7. Which suggestion about dealing with holiday gatherings was most 
interesting to you? Why? 

8. What new ideas did you get from the video about how to deal with pain 
during the holidays? 

Discussion Questions
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Discussion tips

Allow everyone the opportunity to share: The goal is to allow everyone who 
wants to share to have the opportunity to do so. One way to do this is to ask a 
question. Then go around the circle, giving each person the chance to respond. 
Remember, first-timers may feel very uncomfortable responding, especially at the 
beginning of the discussion time. Watch for opportunities to draw them into the 
conversation.

Encourage short responses: Let participants know how long their answers 
should be. Tell them to keep it to one or two sentences. If you don’t, it’s unlikely 
everyone will have the opportunity to share. If they would like to set up a time to 
speak with you or a pastor, they can do so after the small-group time.

Model short responses: It’s helpful to model short answers for the group. 
Current group members can help. Talk to them before the seminar about 
modeling short answers for the newcomers. Set the tone for the length of 
answers by going first or calling on a current participant who is prepared to give 
a short answer.

Don’t be afraid to remind the group to keep answers short: If someone gives 
a really long answer, when he or she is done, thank the person for sharing. Then 
remind the group that in order for everyone to share, the group will have to keep 
their answers to two or three sentences.

Keep groups small: Discussion groups of up to eight people are ideal. More than 
eight, and it’s unlikely that everyone will have the opportunity to meaningfully 
share. If you expect more than eight, arrange to have more facilitators.

Remember that not everyone is a Christian: Some of your guests may not 
be Christians. That means they may not understand Christian terminology like 
“saved,” “trustin’ in the blood,” or “walking with Jesus.” Now this doesn’t mean 
you shouldn’t talk about the experiences those terms refer to. It’s just that as 
a facilitator, you need to listen to what’s being said from the perspective of 
someone who knows very little about your church, the Bible, and Christianity. 
Again, if something is said that needs explanation, do so, without dominating 
the discussion.
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Discourage inside jokes: If your current group members have jokes, sayings, 
or traditions that would be understood only by them, this isn’t the time or place 
for it. The visitors will feel like outsiders. And you don’t want that. If something 
comes up that you think the newcomers wouldn’t understand, take a moment to 
explain it to everyone before moving on.

Don’t be afraid of silence: Just because no one is talking doesn’t mean that you 
need to. Remember, the participants are hearing the questions for the first time. 
Plus, they may have never tried to verbalize the many emotions they are dealing 
with. (And you just asked them to do it in a few sentences.) So give them time to 
think. If there’s silence for more than 12 seconds, you can repeat the question. 
Then wait a few more seconds to see if anyone has anything to share. If they 
don’t, just move on to the next question.

Shorter to longer: Notice that the questions we’ve provided move from the 
more general, introductory questions to ones that require longer answers. During 
your discussion, we recommend beginning with questions that will elicit shorter 
answers. This will give everyone the chance to talk early in the discussion. That 
will make it easier for people to feel comfortable sharing when deeper questions 
are asked.

Don’t feel the need to get through all of the questions: You’ll have to get a feel 
for your group to see which questions work best. We’ve given you extra ones in 
case some don’t fit your group’s makeup.
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“Surviving the Holidays 
gives people a place to 
feel safe, wanted, and 
loved, where they can 
express themselves 
without fear of failure 
or judgment.

– Natalie
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Notes


